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Since 2018 Infine has been accumulating consumer 
understanding on fears and worries around 
climate change. 

Today we find ourselves facing a global health 
crisis that is causing more uncertainty among 
consumers and we need to understand how.

To gain a better understanding of the situation we 
are analysing YouGov’s COVID-19 tracker panels 
from 9 European markets for the next 8 weeks. Our 
partner Datapraxis processes and analyses the raw 
data and Infine translates the data into business 
insights. The aim is to identify emerging 
fear-based consumer behavior patterns. This will 
enable us to better understand the role of climate 
change in consumer behavior in the future.  

Datapraxis provides strategic advice, public opinion research, 
modelling and analysis services to political parties, non-profits, 
media and research institutes across Europe. 

Datapraxis specialises in extensive data mapping and 
acquisition in order to build data models and analytics from city 
level up to national level. 

YouGov is an international research data and analytics group 
headquartered in London with suite of data solutions such as 
COVID-19 tracker, YouGovProfiles and YouGovBrandindex.

YouGov’s data-led offering supports and improves a wide spectrum of 
marketing activities of a customer-base including media owners, 
brands and media agencies. With a proprietary panel of over 8 million 
people globally and operations in the UK, North America, Mainland 
Europe, the Nordics, the Middle East and Asia Pacific, YouGov has one 
of the world’s largest research networks.
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YouGov COVID-19 specific tracked variables from
Levels of Concern

● Fear of contracting virus
● Measures for protection
● Household medical supplies 
● Government’s handling of virus
● Government handling of crises
● Potential new government measures
● Changes in attendance 

○ Work / School 
○ Malls / Markets
○ Attractions & Public 
○ Recreational facilities

Changes in Spend

● Increase / decrease in online 
and offline spend across 
following categories
○ Overall
○ Groceries
○ Toiletries
○ Public Transit
○ Entertainment
○ Clothing

● Changes in dining behavior
● Travel plans

Media Consumption

● Change in media 
consumption across channels
○ TV
○ On Demand
○ Social media

● Change in content consumed
○ General news content
○ Movies
○ Sports
○ Other entertainment
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All these variables will be tracked from nationally 
representative samples that reflects the 
demographics of the whole population and will be 
collected on a weekly basis by YouGov.

In the report the data is analysed to produce 
comparative insights. When the data allows, 
demographic and attitudinal segmentations will be 
produced showing how consumption patterns are 
shifting in different groups within and across 
different countries and markets. 

For companies only operating in Finland: we are 
exploring an opportunity to enrich the data 
through a co-operation with a Finnish 
representative panel.

Approach Initial data samples

Country First week
Sample added 
per week Last week

France 9th March 1,000 27th April

Germany 9th March 2,000 27th April

Italy 9th March 1,000 27th April

Spain 9th March 1,000 27th April

Great Britain 9th March 2,000 27th April

Denmark 16th March
1000 initial 
+ 125 weekly 4th May

Finland 16th March
1000 initial
+ 125 weekly 4th May

Norway 16th March
1000 initial 
+ 125 weekly 4th May

Sweden 16th March
1000 initial
+ 125 weekly 4th May
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How scared respondents are of contracting 
COVID-19  and impact on their spending by country

Data Source: Datapraxis Mock Up

Spending on clothing - time 
series for three countries

Mall and market attendance changes for 
Country A by region in week 1 
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Report and pricing 
During the 8-week data collection period we will generate three reports as part of the study.  One in the beginning, 
the second after four weeks of data collection, and the third one after 8 weeks summarising the insights.

Infine wants to make the data analysis accessible to anyone regardless of company turnover.  The pricing of the 
analysis depends on your company size and the prices are as follows;

● 1200€ + VAT for small companies  (turnover less than 10M€)
● 3800€ + VAT  for midsize companies (turnover less than 50M€)
● 6000€ + VAT for large companies

This is our joint effort to help businesses to understand consumer behavior in these trying times and we need you 
to make this happen. Infine and Datapraxis commit to buying and analyzing the tracker data as soon as initial 
costs are covered. 

These reports are for internal use within your company only, and cannot be shared or made public 
without express written consent. 
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Building data-driven consumer behavior 
understanding
Developing Data and Insights

This project will start by examining the COVID-19 pandemic and its effect on consumer behavior. We will review data at 
country, and where available sub-country, levels to provide comparisons and insights. This review will look at the views and 
opinions of consumers along demographic breakdowns. 

As the data accumulates over the 8-week long period we will begin to have more robust data. As the data increases, so will our 
capabilities. We will incorporate economic and household data to examine economic and consumer shifts over time. In 
markets where additional data is available, we will introduce this data to provide further insights. 

Over the upcoming weeks, we will combine the data we have on consumers under stress and worry, and the ways they solve 
these unpleasant feelings as consumers. We want to help companies to understand how to address their customers with a 
positive impact.
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New era of consumerism - from challenges to solutions 

We recognise the challenges 
people are facing – and the 
defense mechanisms they 

trigger.....

..and understand how these challenges 
are identified and how they 

should be addressed 
(where traditional marketing theory 

focuses mostly on identifying or 
creating needs).

We offer consumers solutions that have 
been proven to have a positive impact on 

these challenges.

When the product and its impact are 
sustainably designed, it creates 

dopamine kicks and the sense of being 
part of the solution.

CLIMATE CRISIS

EXTINCTION

HUMAN RIGHTS 
VIOLATIONS

CHANGES IN 
ENVIRONMENT

THEORY OF CHANGE



Join us on this journey to learn 
how to turn challenges 

into solutions 
More information

Tiina Saukko, 040 509 59 09, tiina@infine.fi
www.infine.fi  


